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1 IntrodutionIn this paper we onsider a generalization of the faility loation problem where we want to plaefailities in order to over a ertain set of lient nodes. Additionally, open failities that are loseinterfere with eah other. Hene, for eah open faility i we restrit the number of other failities in aertain neighborhood of i.The problem is partly motivated by an appliation in wireless ommuniation systems where onewishes to plae wireless aess points suh that a prespei�ed area is overed. The wireless base stationsshare a ommon radio spetrum whih is divided into hannels (for instane by means of frequenydivision or ode division tehniques). Eah base station has to be assigned a �xed frequeny band thatit uses to ommuniate with lient systems in its viinity. Base stations that are lose to eah otherand transmit on overlapping frequeny bands interfere whih as a result yields performane drop.The problem of assigning radio hannels to base stations in teleommuniation networks is wellstudied (examples an be found in [12, 14, 23℄). However, to the best of our knowledge the existingliterature only addresses the problem of assigning frequenies to a given arrangement of base stations.In this paper we show how to ombine the hannel assignment and aess point plaement problems.The optimization objetive in our faility loation model is the total ost of plaing the basestations. We onsider various models for interferene: �xed, power-dependent, and generalized. Inthe �xed interferene model, we assume that a base-station i interferes with a lient j if the distanebetween i and j is at most a parameter D > 0. In the power-dependent model, we assume that eahfaility an adept its transmission power and hene its overage radius r. A faility now interferes withlients that are within a distane  � r where  > 0 is a given parameter. Finally, in the generalizedinterferene model, we are given a funtion Æ(i; j) that denotes the interferene that a lient node jsees due to an open faility at node i. We require the total interferene seen at a lient node j to ebounded.We formulate the above problems as faility loation problems, and obtain approximation algorithmsfor all of them. We also show how to ombine oloring tehniques from [16℄ with our approah in orderto enompass the assignment of frequenies.Related Problems: Unapaitated faility loation is MAX-SNP hard [7℄, and has several onstantfator approximations, using loal searh [1, 4, 13℄, linear program rounding [15, 22℄ and primal-dualapproah [10℄, to mention a few. In addition, there has been work on apaitated faility loation,where either the apaities are hard [6, 13, 19℄, or where we are allowed multiple opies of a faility ata loation [5, 10℄.Faility loation variants arise in numerous situations { purhasing ables on a network [8℄, on-struting probabilisti Steiner trees [11℄, onstruting multiommodity ow networks with inompleteknowledge [9℄, plaing objets in ahes with repliation [2, 17℄, min-sum lustering [3℄, to name a few.Our Tehniques: Our algorithms are based on formulating the various problems as integer programs,and rounding the linear relaxations. Our approximations are multi-riteria, and relax the interfereneonstraints slightly. The linear programs have unbounded integrality gap otherwise (the proofs of thisfat are omitted, but follow easily from previous work [22℄). In essene, we show that it is not hard toinorporate the interferene and oloring onstraints into any rounding sheme that preserves loality.Classial faility loation rounding shemes [15, 22℄ do preserve this property. In view of the numerousappliations mentioned above, we feel that understanding the power of these rounding tehniques underadditional onstraints is of independent interest.In the next setion, we present the various models and the approximation ratios we obtain for them.As far as we are aware, we are the �rst to onsider this variant of faility loation.1



2 The interferene modelsWe are given a set of wireless users in a metri spae with distane funtion d. We wish to plae basestations to ommuniate with the users. The main onstraint on the plaement is that the base stationsshould not interfere. Towards this end, we wish to assign a di�erent frequeny to stations whih arelose to eah other. We are given � frequenies. The goal is to plae the base stations so that eahuser is lose to a station while maintaining that any two base stations whih are lose to eah otherare transmitting on di�erent frequenies. The optimization objetive is the ost of plaing the basestations.Let's �rst formalize the two onstraints as follows:Closeness Constraint: We say a user is lose to a base station if it is within a distane at most rfrom it. We must assign users only to lose base stations.Interferene Constraint: We say a base station i interferes at a user j if d(i; j) � f(i), where f(i)is a radius that ould depend on the power alloated to base station i. We speify f(i) preiselywhen we onsider the various formulations. The main onstraint we enfore is that the totalinterferene seen by any user j on any frequeny is at most B.We onsider several variants of this basi framework, depending on the funtion f(i).Fixed Interferene: In this model, there is a ost i assoiated with plaing a base station at loationi. The interferene radius f(i) = D� r for all failities i, and is therefore �xed.Power Alloation: Here, we onsider the power alloated to the base stations in omputing interfer-ene. Let the distane to the furthest user a base station i is serving be si. We assume the poweralloation to that station is proportional to si1. We then have f(i) =  � si for this faility, forsome  > 1.General Interferene: In this model, we remove the assumption that the interferene seen by a userdue to a base station is either zero or one. We assume that the interferene seen by user j froma faility i is an arbitrary number Æij if i is not serving j, and 0 otherwise.We present multi-riteria approximation algorithms for all these problems. The approximations areon the ost of the solution, as well as on the radii and the number of frequenies needed. For the �xedinterferene radius ase, the approximation is onstant, but for the other models, the approximationsare logarithmi on the ost and number of olors needed.3 Fixed interfereneIn this setion, we optimize the ost of plaing the base stations subjet to the interferene and losenessonstraints, assuming the interferene radii are �xed. We begin by formulating the integer program.Let yi denote opening a base station at loation i. Let fij denote the assignment of lient j to basestation i. In the following we let C denote the set of all lients.We assume all i = . We an remove this assumption easily by a slight modi�ation of the roundingsheme. We also assume B = 1. The extension to general B is mentioned at the end of this setion.1We ould assume the power is proportional to si for some onstant . The algorithm remains the same, but theapproximation ratio gets worse. 2



We denote the standard linear programming relaxation of (IP1) by (LP1).Minimize Xi yi (IP1)s.t Xi:d(i;j)�r fij � 1 8j 2 C (Closeness)fij � yi 8i 2 V; j 2 C (1)Xi:d(i;j)�D yi � � 8j 2 C (Interferene)fij ; yi 2 f0; 1g 8i 2 V; j 2 C3.1 AlgorithmAlgorithm 1 shows the pseudo ode of our proedure. The rounding sheme is based on tehniquesin [22℄.Algorithm 1 The Algorithm for the Fixed Interferene Model.1: Let (y; f) be a solution to (LP1)2: while 9j 2 C s.t. Pi:yi<1 fij � 0 do3: Sj  fi 2 V : fij > 0g4: yj  15: yi0  0 for all i0 2 Sj ; i0 6= j6: for all j 0 2 C s.t 9i0 2 Sj with fi0j0 > 0 do7: fj0j  1 andfj0i  0 for all i 2 C; i 6= j8: end for9: end while10: F  fi 2 V : yi > 0g11: let G = (F ; E) with(i1; i2) 2 E i� 9j 2 C s.t. d(i1; j) � (D � 2r)=2 and d(i2; j) � (D� 2r)=212: olor G with � olors3.2 AnalysisThe following lemma follow from the analysis in [22℄.Lemma 3.1. The following are true at the end of the algorithm:1. The number of open failities is at most the optimum number of open failities in the LP.2. All lients are served by stations that are within a radius of 2r.Lemma 3.2. There are less then � failities within D � r of every lient.Proof. An open base station travels no more than r from i to j 0. If the radius of interferene is dereasedby r, then the base stations displaed in Step 6 will not e�et the � bound.3



Theorem 3.3. Using at most � frequenies, all stations within D2 �r of a lient an be assigned uniquefrequenies.Proof. We onsider two failities adjaent if there exists a demand point within D2 � r of both of them.Claim 3.4. Any faility is adjaent to at most �� 1 failities.Proof. Consider some faility i that violates this laim. By our onstrution there has to exist a demandpoint j suh that d(i; j)� r. Now, notie that d(i; i0) � D� 2r for any neighbor i0 of i in G by triangleinequality. Hene, all of i's neighbors in G are within a distane of at most D � r of j. But thismeans that there are more than � failities within a distane of D� r of j whih is a ontradition toLemma 3.2.Sine every faility is adjaent to no more than �� 1 failities, they an be assigned � frequeniesusing standard graph oloring methods.We have therefore shown an approximation algorithm that blows up loseness radii by a fator of2, while assigning � frequenies in suh a way that any two base stations within D2 � r from a userhave di�erent frequenies.We an easily add in the onstraint that the number of users served by any base station is at mostsome number U . A similar rounding sheme applies to this ase.3.3 The Case B > 1All the above results an be generalized to the ase where we relax the interferene onstraint to saythat there an be no more than B stations transmitting at the same frequeny within distane D fromany user.In (IP1) we need to replae � on the right hand side of the interferene onstraints by � �B. We annow show that the onstruted graph has maximum degree at most � �B � 1. The following theoremshows that it is possible to olor the nodes of this graph using � olors so that any vertex is adjaentto at most B verties of the same olor.Lemma 3.5. Any undireted graph G with maximum degree �(G) an be olored with d�(G)+1B e olorsso that any vertex is adjaent to at most B verties of the same olor.Proof. The proof an be easily dedued from [16℄. We repeat it here for ompleteness. The oloring goesgreedily { we start with an arbitrary oloring. Given a vertex whih violates the oloring onstraint, weip its olor to the one whih is least ommon among its neighbors. This proess dereases the numberof edges both of whose end-points are of the same olor, and therefore, terminates in �nite time witha valid oloring.4 Power alloationIn this setion we allow base stations to vary their power input and hene their overage radii. Weassume that eah base station i an hoose an integral radius 1 � si � r. The ost of opening abase station at loation i with radius s is given by i(s). As before, we are given an undireted graphG = (V;E) and a metri on the edges of G.We are also given a lient set C � V and a positive interferene radius D � r. A feasible solutionto our problem is a set of tuples S = f(i1; s1); : : : ; (ik; sk)g (2)4



suh that for eah j 2 C there is an (i; r) 2 S with d(j; i)� r. Moreover, we want to assign frequeniesÆi 2 f1; : : : ;�g to open failities from S suh that there are at most B > 0 open base stations loseto any lient j that transmit on the same frequeny. More formally, a base station i that is open withradius s interferes with j if d(i; j) �  � s. Here,  > 1 is an interferene parameter. Let F be the setopen faility, radius pairs for a feasible solution. We then require the setf(i; s) 2 F : d(i; j)�  � s; Æi = lg (3)to have ardinality at most B for all j 2 C and for all 1 � l � �. Our ultimate goal is to �nd a feasibleset S and an assignment Æ of frequenies suh that the total faility ost is minimized.4.1 An IP formulationWe an model the above problem as an integer linear program. The IP has a variable yi;s for eahfaility loation i and eah radius 1 � s � r. This variable has value 1 i� faility i is opened at radiuss. We an now state the integer program for this model. We let (LP2) denote the standard linearprogramming relaxation of (IP2).Minimize Xi2V rXs=1 i(s)yi;s (IP2)s.t rXs=1 Xi:d(i;j)�s yi;s � 1 8j 2 C (4)rXs=1 Xi:d(i;j)��s yi;s � � �B 8j 2 C (5)yi;s 2 f0; 1g 8i; s4.2 A polynomial-time solvable speial aseIn this setion we assume � = B = 1. That is, we do not allow any overlap and furthermore restritourselves to only one frequeny. Furthermore, we will assume that  � 3. It turns out that (LP2) hasonly integral extreme points in this ase.Theorem 4.1. (LP2) has only integral extreme points whenever � = B = 1 and  � 3.Proof. We assume for the sake of ontradition that there is a frational solution y0 to (LP2). In thefollowing, we onstrut two feasible solutions y1 and y2 suh thaty0 = 1=2 � y1 + 1=2 � y2ontraditing the fat that y0 is an extreme point of the rational polyhedron desribed by (LP2).Let i0 be a frationally open faility of largest radius, i.e. there is an s0 > 0 suh that 0 < y0i0;s0 < 1and there is no s0 > s0 and i0 suh that 0 < y0i0 ;s0 < 1. Also we let B(i0; s) denote the set of vertiesi suh that d(i0; i) � s. Furthermore, we de�ne B(i0; s1; s2) to be the set of verties i suh thats1 < d(i0; i) � s2. 5



For a node j 2 C \ B(i0; s0) we de�ne the set Fj of faility, radius pairs that frationally servelient j, i.e. Fj = f(i; s) : y0i;s > 0; d(i; j)� sg:We now hoose � � y0i0;s0 and de�ne y1 and y2 as followsy1i;s = 8>><>>: y0i;s � � : i = i0 and s = s0�1 + �1�y0i0 ;s0� y0i;s : 9j 2 B(i0; s0) suh that (i; s) 2 Fjy0i;s : otherwisey2i;s = 8>><>>: y0i;s + � : i = i0 and s = s0�1� �1�y0i0 ;s0� y0i;s : 9j 2 B(i0; s0) suh that (i; s) 2 Fjy0i;s : otherwiseNotie that y0 = 1=2 � y1 + 1=2 � y2 and hene, we are done one we have shown the feasibility of thethe above two solutions.In the following we establish two laims whih turn out to be useful in the feasibility proof.Claim 4.2. Let y0 be a feasible solution to (LP2) suh that (i0; s0) is the frationally opened failityof largest radius. Let F be the set of pairs (i; s) suh that y0i;s > 0. Then there does not exist a lientnode j 2 C nB(i0; 2s0) and an (i; s) 2 F suh that i 2 B(i0; s0) and d(i; j)�  � s.Proof. Assume for the sake of ontradition that there is a j 2 C nB(i0; 2s0) suh that d(i; j) �  � sfor some (i; s) 2 F and i 2 B(i0; s0). Clearly, sine j 62 B(i0; 2s0), (i; s) annot serve j. On the otherhand, (i; s) interferes with j and so does every faility that serves j. Hene, it follows from (4) thatnode j sees more than one unit of interferene. A ontradition.The following laim has a very similar avor.Claim 4.3. Let y0 be a feasible solution to (LP2) suh that (i0; s0) is the frationally opened failityof largest radius. Let j 2 C \B(i0; s0) be a lient node. We must haveX(i;s)2Fj y0i;s = 1:Furthermore, there annot exist a frationally open faility (i; s) 62 Fj suh that d(i; j)�  � s.Proof. Clearly, by feasibility of y0 there must be at least one faility in Fj . On the other hand, eahfaility serving j interferes with j. This proves the �rst part of the laim.The seond part of the laim follows from the fat that the existene of an (i; s) 62 Fj with d(i; j)� � s together with (4) would imply that node j sees more than one unit of interferene.We ontinue with the proof of feasibility of y1 and y2. It is straight forward to verify that both y1and y2 satisfy the demand onstraints (4).We show that y1 satis�es all onstraints of type (5). It follows from Claim 4.2 that none of theinterferene onstraints for nodes j 2 C nB(i0; 2s0) are violated by y1. Also, by our de�nition of y1 wedo not inrease the value of any y0i;s suh that i 2 B(i0; s0; 2s0). Hene, it suÆes to show that y1 doesnot violate any of the onstraints (5) orresponding to j 2 B(i0; s0).6



Let j 2 B(i0; s0) \ C be an arbitrary lient node. It follows from Claim 4.3 that y1 inits a totalinterferene of X(i;s)2Fj y1i;sat node j. We an rewrite the last expression in terms of y0 asy0i0;s0 � �+ �1� y0i0;s0 � X(i;s)2Fj(i;s)6=(i0;s0) y0i;s + X(i;s)2Fj(i;s)6=(i0;s0) y0i;sIt now follows from Claim 4.3 that the seond and third term in the last sum anel out and hene thetotal interferene seen at node j does not inrease in solution y1.Proving that y2 satis�es all interferene onstraints is ompletely analogous to the above proof.4.3 Arbitrary � and BThe algorithm for the ase of arbitrary integers � and B is based on randomized rounding [21℄.Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo ode of the algorithm for this ase. We �rst ompute a set F of failitiesand orresponding radii. Later, we assign frequenies to the aess points in F . The details for theoloring step are hidden behind a all to funtion olor. This funtion assigns frequenies to failitiessuh that the onditions stated in (3) are satis�ed.Algorithm 2 The algorithm for the power alloation model with bounded overlap: PowerAllo1: Let y be a solution to (LP2)2: repeat3: for all i 2 V; 1 � s � r do4: if yi;s � 1=( logk) then5: yi;s  16: else7: yi;s  1 with probability yi;s �  logk.8: end if9: end for10: F  f(i; s) : yi;s = 1g11: Ij  f(i; s) 2 F : d(i; j)�  � sg for all j 2 C12: apx P(i;s)2F i(s)13: until apx � optLP �  logk and jIj j �  log k ��B for all j 2 C14: Æ  olor(F ; B)15: return(F ; Æ)4.3.1 Frequeny assignmentThe frequeny assignment step in Algorithm 2 needs to di�er from earlier approahes used in Setion3. To see this, let F be the set of failities omputed by the above algorithm and assume B = 1 fornow. 7



We let G be a graph with node set F and onnet two failities (i1; s1) and (i2; s2) by an edgewhenever there exists a lient node j suh thatd(i1; j) � � � s1 and d(i2; j) � � � s2where � is a parameter that depends on . The main idea in Theorem 3.3 that enabled us to olor thenodes of G using at most � olors was to bound the maximum node degree by �� 1.However, this turns out to be impossible here, for any �. In partiular, a lient node j 2 C servedby (i1; s1) might not see any interferene at all from (i2; s2). On the other hand, it is oneivablethat there are nodes that see interferene from both, (i1; s1) and (i2; s2) (e.g. onsider the ase wheres1 � s2 and j is lose to i1).Now, let � = (� 1)=2 in the de�nition of the auxiliary graph G above. It turns out that diretingthe edges of G helps. We obtain the digraph Gd from G by replaing an edge between nodes (i1; s1)and (i2; s2) by an ar from (i1; s1) to (i2; s2) if s1 > s2 and by an ar from (i2; s2) to (i1; s1) whenevers2 > s1. Whenever s1 equals s2 we replae the edge by a pair of anti-parallel ars.Now, de�ne a valid B-oloring Gd to be a funtion Æv on the node set suh that for eah node(i0; s0) 2 V [Gd℄ the set f(i; s) 2 ��1(i0; s0) : Æ(i;s) = Æ(i0;s0)ghas ardinality at most B � 1. Here, ��1(v) is the set of nodes u 2 V [Gd℄ suh that (u; v) is an ar inGd. In other words, eah node v 2 V [Gd℄ has at most B � 1 predeessors of olor Æv .Let ��(Gd) = maxv2F j��1(v)j. The proof of the following lemma ruially uses the diretion ofars in Gd to infer a oloring ordering and is otherwise similar to the proof of Lemma 3.5. We omit it.Lemma 4.4. There is a a feasible d��1(Gd)=Be+ 1 oloring of Gd.The following lemma bounds the in-degree of any node i 2 V in Gd.Lemma 4.5. For any i 2 V that ��1(i) has ardinality at most  logk �� �B � 1.Proof. Assume for the sake of ontradition that there is a faility i0 2 V suh thatj��1(i0)j >  log k ��B: (6)Let j 2 C be a node served by i0 and let Ij be de�ned as in step 11 of Algorithm 2.Let (i; s) 2 ��1(i0; s0) be an arbitrary predeessor of (i0; s0). Sine Gd ontains an ar from (i; s)to (i0; s0) there must exist a lient node j0 suh that d(i; j0) � �12 s and d(i0; j0) � �12 s0.From triangle inequality and from the fat that j is within s0's overage radius we obtain thatd(i; j)� d(i; j0) + d(i0; j0) + d(i0; j) �  � 12 s+  � 12 s0 + s0Sine Gd has an ar from (i; s) to (i0; s0) we also know that s � s0. Hene, it follows from the aboveinequality that d(i; j)�  � s:In other words, j sees interferene from i. In fat, j sees interferene from all predeessors of (i0; s0)and from (i0; s0) itself. But this is a ontradition to the termination ondition jIj j �  logk � �Bimposed in step 13 of Algorithm 2.It is now immediate that there exists a feasible B-oloring using at most  log k �� olors. A feasibleB-oloring fÆigi2V of Gd gives rise to a feasible frequeny assignment.8



Lemma 4.6. Let F be the set of faility radius pairs produed by Algorithm 2 and let the auxiliarydigraph Gd be de�ned as before. Furthermore, let fÆigi2V be the feasible B-oloring of Gd. Then, forany lient node j 2 C and for any 1 � l �  log k ��, the setI lj := f(i; s) 2 F : d(i; j)�  � 12 � s; Æi = lgmust have ardinality at most B.Proof. Let j 2 C be an arbitrary lient node and let (i0; s0) be the faility of smallest radius suh thatd(i0; j) � �12 s0: Clearly, for all other (i; s) 2 I lj there must be an ar in Gd pointing from (i; s) to(i0; s0). It now follows that I lj an have ardinality at most B.4.3.2 AnalysisIn order to show orretness of Algorithm 2 it suÆes to prove that steps 3 to 12 are not repeated toooften. The proofs of the following lemmas are relegated to Appendix A.Lemma 4.7. Let F be the set of faility, radius pairs produed by the rounding proedure outlined inthe above algorithm. Then, with probability at least 1�k1� for eah lient node j, there is a (i; s) 2 Fsuh that d(i; j)� s.Lemma 4.8. Let F be the set of faility, radius pairs produed by our rounding proedure. Then, withprobability at least 1�k�=2, the sets Ij have ardinality at most  log k ��B for eah lient node j 2 C.It is now easy to see that we an hoose  > 2 suh that onditions (1) and (2) from above are met.Lemma 4.7 and 4.8 now yield the following theorem:Theorem 4.9. In the power alloation setting there exists an algorithm that omputes a set of faility,radius pairs F and a frequeny assignment fÆigi2V suh that1. P(i;s)2F i(s) �  log k � opt where opt denotes the ost of an optimum solution2. eah lient node j 2 C has a faility (i; s) 2 F suh that d(i; j)� s3. for eah lient node j 2 C and for eah 1 � l �  logk ��, the setf(i; s) 2 F : d(i; j)�  � 12 s; Æi = lghas ardinality at most B.Furthermore, in the speial ase of � = B = 1, we an solve the problem exatly in polynomial time.5 Generalized interfereneIn this setion we want to plae failities so that for eah lient node j 2 C there exists an open failityij within distane at most r. A lient node j sees interferene from eah open faility i di�erent fromij. The amount of interferene that j sees from i is given by a funtion Æi;j . So, for example, theinterferene that node j sees from i might depend on the distane between i and j in the underlyinggraph G. We want the total interferene felt at node j to be at most B > 0. We also inur a ost of for plaing a faility. The goal is to minimize plaement ost while obeying the interferene onstraintsat eah node j 2 C. 9



We assume � = 1 in the disussion below. The generalization to arbitrary � easily follows fromthe disussion in the previous setions.Our algorithm onsists of two phases. The �rst phase partitions the vertex set V into subsetsV1; : : : ; Vk. We prove that the optimum solution needs to plae at least one faility in eah of thesesets. As before, we let B(v; r) denote the ball of radius r entered at v.1. l 02. Repeat as long as C 6= ;: let j 2 C be an arbitrary lient node. Let Vl  B(j; 2r) and setl l + 1. Also, let C  C nB(j; 2r).In the seond phase we plae exatly one faility il in eah Vl for 1 � l � k. Notie that a lientnode j 2 Vl sees interferene from eah of the failities il0 for l0 6= l. Our goal is to plae i1; : : : ; ik suhthat the interferene at eah node j 2 C is at most B.For eah Vl and for eah i 2 Vl we de�ne an interferene vetor Æl;i whose jth omponent is theinterferene that node j sees if i is open.Æl;i(j) = � 0 : j 2 VlÆi;j : j 62 VlWe an write the plaement problem as an integer program. As before, we have binary variables yiwhere yi = 1 i� we plae a faility at node i.Minimize Xi2V  � yi (IP3)s.t X1�l�kXi2Vl Æl;i(j) � yi � B 8j 2 CXi2Vl yi = 1 81 � l � kyi 2 f0; 1g 8iAs before, we will use (LP3) to denote the linear programming relaxation of (IP3). In the following,we again let k denote the ardinality of the lient set. We state the seond phase of our algorithm:3. Solve (LP3) ! y.4. For all i 2 V suh that yi � 1=( logk) where  is a positive onstant to be spei�ed later. RemoveB(i; 2r) from V and round yi to one. Let V 0 be the set of remaining verties.5. For all i 2 V 0, let yi   log k � yi.6. Open faility i with probability yi. Let F be the set of open failities.7. Repeat the rounding proess (i.e. go bak to step (6)) if either(a) there is an 1 � l � k suh that Vl \ F = ; or(b) P1�l�kPi2Vl Æl;i(j) � yi >  logk �B for any j 2 C8. For eah 1 � l � k, lose all but one faility in Vl.10



The following theorem is proved in Appendix B:Theorem 5.1. In the generalized interferene setting, there is an algorithm that opens a set F offailities suh that1. jF j � opt where opt denotes the ost of an optimum solution2. eah lient j 2 C is at distane at most 2r from an open faility3. eah lient sees interferene at most  log k �B.
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A Proofs for Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8Lemma A.1. Let F be the set of faility, radius pairs produed by the rounding proedure outlined inthe above algorithm. Then, with probability at least 1�k1� for eah lient node j, there is a (i; s) 2 Fsuh that d(i; j)� s.Proof. Let y be a solution to (LP2) and let y denote the saled solution  � log k � y. Let j 2 C be alient node and let Fj be the set of failities that frationally serve j. Let Ej denote the event thatnone of the failities in Fj are open. The probability of Ej an be bounded byPj = �(i;s)2Fj(1� yi;s): (7)Sine y is a feasible solution to (LP2) we know thatXs Xi:d(i;j)�s yi;s �  � log k:Let kj be the number of faility, radius pairs that frationally serve lient node j. It is not hard to seethat (7) is maximized if yi;s =  � log k=kj . In this ase, we see thatPj = �1�  logkkj �kj � �1k� :An appliation of the union bound implies that the probability of the event E = Sj2C Ej an bebounded by k1�.The following lemma bounds the probability that the interferene at any node is high.Lemma A.2. Let F be the set of faility, radius pairs produed by our rounding proedure. Then, withprobability at least 1�k�=2, the sets Ij have ardinality at most  log k ��B for eah lient node j 2 C.Proof. Again, let y be the solution to (LP2) and let y denote the saled solution  � log k �y. For a lientnode j 2 C, let Ej be the event that the set Ij has ardinality more than  � log k ��B. Let E be theunion of the Ej events.We introdue a Bernoulli variable Xji;s that has value 1 with probability yi;s and 0 otherwise. Theardinality of the set Ij an now be expressed by another variableXj = X(i;s)2Fd(i;j)��sXji;s:Let �j be the expeted value of Xj . Sine y is feasible for (LP2) it an be readily seen that�j �  � log k ��B. Hene, an appliation of the Cherno�-Hoe�ding bound (for a proof see e.g. [18℄)yields Pr[Ej ℄ = Pr[Xj � �j >  � log k ��B℄ � e��j=2 = 1k=2 :Another appliation of the union bound yields the wanted result.It is now easy to see that we an hoose  > 2 suh that onditions (1) and (2)i



B Analysis of generalized interferene algorithmLet k be de�ned as in Setion 5. Then, it follows from a k-enter like argument (see for instane [20℄)that eah feasible solution needs to open at least k failities. The following lemma is immediate.Lemma B.1. Let F be the set of failities omputed by the above algorithm and let opt be the failityost inurred by an optimum solution. We then must have  � jFj � opt.Sine the �nal solution opens a faility in eah of the Vl, we also have an open faility lose to eahlient node j 2 C.Lemma B.2. Let F be the set of failities opened by our algorithm. Then, for eah j 2 C there mustexist an i 2 F suh that d(i; j)� 2r.All that remains is showing that phase 2 of the above algorithms terminates in polynomial time.As in the last setion it suÆes to prove that with at least onstant probability, neither ase (a) nor(b) in step 7 of the above algorithm ours.First, using similar arguments as in Lemma 4.7 we an show the following result.Lemma B.3. Let F be the set of failities opened by the rounding proedure in the above algorithm.Then, with probability at least 1� n1� for eah lient node 1 � l � k, Vl \ F is non-empty.Similarly, we an show that we an hoose  so that there is at least a onstant probability thatnone of the the lient nodes sees more than  logk �B interferene.Lemma B.4. Let F be the set of failities opened by our rounding proedure. Then, with probabilityat least 1� n�=2, for eah lient node j 2 C, we haveXi2F Æi;j �  log k �B:The tehniques used in the proof of the last theorem resemble those used in Lemma 4.8. Thefollowing theorem summarizes the analysis.Theorem B.5. In the generalized interferene setting, there is an algorithm that opens a set F offailities suh that1. jF j � opt where opt denotes the ost of an optimum solution2. eah lient j 2 C is at distane at most 2r from an open faility3. eah lient sees interferene at most  log k �B.
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